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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to obtain several characterizations of fuzzy topological
spaces and maps between them by utilizing the notion of p-open sets in fuzzy

setting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In general topology p-open sets were introduced by Abd El-Monsef et al. [1]
and investigated by Andrijevic [2] under the name semi-preopen sets, and since

then different topological properties have been defined and investigated by
several authors. In 1986, A.S. Mashhour et al. [7] extend the notion of p-

openness to fuzzy topological spaces. This class contains the class af fuzzy
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semi-open sets and the class offuzzy preopen sets, introduced by Azad [3] and

Singal and Prakash in [12] respectively. The purpose of this note is to obtain

several characterizations of spaces and maps by utilizing fuzzy p-open sets. The

results are paratlel to ones which have been found in general topology. A
systematic discussion of these properties in general topology is given in [2i,
U0l, [13] and [15].

2. PRELIMINARIES
Now we introduce some basic notions and results that are used in the

sequel.

In this work by (X, t) (or simply X) we will denote a fuzzy topological

space due to Chang [4J. Afuzzy point in X with supportxeX and value p (0 S
p < l) is denoted by xr. Two fuzzy sets l, and p are said to be q-coincident if
there exists ;eX such that 1.(x) + lt(x) > i and by Q we denote "is not q-

coincident". Unions and intersections of fuzzy sets are denoted by V and A
respectiYely and defined by Vtri = Sup {li(x) : iel and -reX}, A}'; = Inf{li(x) :

iel andxeX). The interior, closure and the complement of a frnzy l, in X are

denoted by Int ().), Cl().) and lc respectively and defined by Int ()') = V {v : v S

1., vet), Cl(),) = A {v.'v S }., vcet} and }.c = I - I.
Definition 1 Let (X,t) be a fuzzy topological space. Then a fuzzy set 1, in X
is called a,

(i) fuzzy semi-open set if there exists a fuuy open set 1t such that 1t 3 7 S
Cl(1t) equivalently, if ). S Cllnt (1) t3l.
(ii) fuzzy semi-closed set if ).c is a fuzzy senti-open set, equivalently if
InCt1) s 1 t3l.
(iii) fuzry semi-clopen set if )" is both fu77y senti-open and fuzzy semi-

closed

(iv) fu7ry preopen set if 1 S IntCKil [12].
(v) fuzzy preclosed set if Ac is afuzzy preopen set, equivalently if Cllnt (7)

s A t121.

(vi) fuzq regular open set if 1= IntClQ) [ j].
(vii) fuzq regular closed set if lc is a fuzzy regular open set, equivalently if
Cttn().) = ). [3].
(viii) fuuy a-set if A S IntCUn().) U ll.
Definition 2 Let ), be a fuTzy set af a fuzzy topological space. Tlrcn,

0 sCl()') = A{P: P >1, p is afuzzy semi-closed of X } is called afitzzy
seni-closure of A IM].

ffiffiaE
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(ii) slnt(l) = V {P: p SA, p is afuuy serni-open of X} is cailed afuuy
semi-interior of ). fial.
(iii) pcl(l) = A{P: P >1, p is afita7y preclosed of X} is called afuzzy
preclosure of ). I l2]"

(iv) plnt().) =V I P: p S)., p is afuay preopen of X] is called afuzzy
preinterior of 1 t121.

3. Characterizations via fuzzy p-open sets

we use the notion of fiizzy g-ope, in order to characterize already known classes
of fuzzy topological spaces.

Definition 3 [7] A fuzq set 1 in a.fiqzy topological space X is called :
(i) fuuy p-open if ). > ClIntClQ).
(ii) fuuy $closed if lc is afuuy p-open set, equivalently if Int Clhn(l) S L

All fuzzy semi-open (resp. fuzzy semi-closed) sets and all fuzzy preopen
(resp. fuzzy preclosed) sets are fuzzy p-open (resp. fuzzy p-crosed). But not
conversely [7].

Theorem 3.L For a fuzzy subset 7 of a fuzzy topological space X, the
following conditions are eqtivalent :
(1) ). is an p-open set in X.

@ CAil = CllntCl(l).
(3) Cl(1) is fuzzy regular closed.

(4) CUA) is fuay semi-open.

(5) sCl(A) is fuq semi-open

(6) pCt(A) s Ct Int(pCt().)).

Proof. (l) -t (2) : By (t) Ct(l) s Ct IntCt(A). Since Ct Int1) < Ct(A),
then Cl Int (Cl)O) S Cl(CIXD) = Cl(l). Therefore Ctlnt()") = Ct(A).

(2) + (l) : By (2) 1S CI(A) = Cllnt Cl (1). Hence,,l. is popen.
(2) -+ (3) : By definition of a fuzzy regular closed set.

(3) -r (4) : Every fuzzy regular closed ser is fuzzy semi-open.

(a) -+ (3) : since cl(}") is fuzzy semi-open and fuzzy closed, rhen ir is fuzzy
regular closed.

(4) -+ (5) : By (4) Cl(L) is fuzzy semi-open and since sC/(1.) is a fuzzy semi-
closed set,

IntCl()v) < IntCl(sCl()t)) < sCl(),) < C(L) = CttntCl()t). Hence sC/().) is fuzzy
semi-closed.

(5) + (1) : By (5) ), < sCI().) < Cllnt(sCt(),)) S CilntCl(}"). Thus L is an p-
open set.
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(2) -+ (6) : By (2) pcl(},) S C(I) = ClIntCl()')= CUntCl(pCt()v))'

(6) + (1) : By (6) L 3 pct(?,") 3 Ctlnt(pcl(L)) = ClIntCt(}.). Hence l' is a p-

open set.

Theorem 3.2 For afuq topological space X the following are equiva.lent :

(1) X is fuzzy extremally d.isconnected (i'e', [5], if the closure of each fuzg
open subset ofX is fuzzY oPen).

(2) Cllnt(l) 3 htCl1) for every fuzq subset )" of X'

(3) Every fuzq semi'open subset isfuzzy Preopen'

(4) The closure of every fuzq p'open subset of X is fuzq open'

(5) Every fuzzy ftopen subset of X is fuzq preopen'

Proof. (1)'+ (2) : The set ClInt(L) is fuzzy open by (l)' Thus Cllnt(lu) =

tnt Cuni))sIntCt(L).
(2)..'(3):If.},islfirzzisemi-openby(2)l<Cllnt(},")SIntCl(}"),i.e.,l,is
fuzzy preopen.

(3) -r (4) : Letl' befuzzy p-open. Then Cl(l') is fuzzy semi-open (Theorem

i.i), t 
"n"" 

by (3) fuzzy preopen. Thus ct(},) < Incl(}.), and ct(}.) is fuzzy open.

(4) + (5) : Irt l. be fuzzy p-open. Then by (4) Cl(l") is fuzzy oiren and hence 1'

s O(l') = IntCl(I) that is L is fuzzy Preopen'

(5) -) (1) : I-et l. befizzy open. Then C'(1) is fuzzy semi-open and hence fuzzy

i-op"n. iy (S) C(I) is fuzzy preopen' Thus C(1') s IntCl()') or equivalently

CI(L) = IntCl(}.).

This shows that )' is fuzzY oPen.

Corollary3.3l.etXbeafuz4eltrenruIlydisconnectedtopologicalspace.

proof. Since scl(l,) is a fuzzy, semi-closed sit, we have Intcl()u) 3

rnrc(sci(l)) s sct(1,). Thus l,Vlntcl(1.) s scl(1) < Cl(1,). Since X is fuzzy

extremally disconnected, by Theorem 3.2, Cl(x) is fuzzy open in^x for every l'
fuzzy p-open. Therefore we have sCl(l') = Cl()') for every Lfuzzy F-oPen'

Proposition 3.4 I*t )v be a fu2ry set of a fazzy topological space X' Then

the joilowing implication is hold : (l) + (2) where ;

(1) Every fu24 ftopen subsets I it fuzry semi'open'

e\ If A is fuzzy p'open, then Cl(L') = )'VCUnt(L) = pCl(X)'

Proof. (1) + (2) : Let 1, be afuzzy p-open subset' By (1) f is fuzzy semi-

open. ThLn-Cr(1.) = LVCUnt(),). SincepC/(1) is a fuzzy preclosed set ([12]'

Theorem 3.8(2)), we have ClInt(L) < Cllnt(pCl(i')) < pC'(I)' Thus C'()') =

),,VCtInt(?') 3 pCtQ). Hence CI(},) =LVClInt(?) = pCl()")'
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Theorem 3.5 For a fuuy topological space x tirc fotlowing are equivalent :

(1) Every subset is fuzzy fuoPen

(2) Every fuuy closed subset is fuzry fropen.

Proof. (1) -+ (2) : is trivial.

(2) + (l) : Let L be afuzzy subset of X. By (2) ci(}") is fuzzy p-open and hence

C/(}.)sClIntCl(I.}<Cl(ClX}"))=Cl(}.).ThusC/(}')=ClIntCl(}')andhenceh
is fuzzy Popen (Theorem 3'l).

Definition 4 {i) A fuuy subset )" of a fuuy topological space x is a fuzzy s-

ier in X d and onty tf fro* I S 
irul).iwhere 

each )'; is fuzzy regular closed' it

follows that ). s v-).;for some finite J 3/1." iEJ

(ii) A finite dense swbsystem of a cover of x is a finite subcollection wiwse

closures cover X.

Theorem 3.6 For a fuzzy topological space x the following are equivalent :

(l) A. is an S-set in X.

(2) Every fitzzy p-open cover of 7 has a finite dense subsystem'

Proof. (1) -+ (2) : Let l' 
= ;, *t, where each L; is fuzzy p-open in X'

since ),; is fuzzy p-open, then ci(1,1) is fuzzy regular closed. Hence from the

inclusion I < r' C/(1';), we have l. < .v. Cl(fi), where 'I is finite'
iel ' t€l

(2) -+ (1) : Every fuzzy regular ciosed sets is fuzzy p-open'

Recali that, A fuzzy point xo is said to be a firzzy &cluster point af a fuzzy

ser i [8] if for every open q-nbd t] af xr, C/(U) is q-coincident with ].. The set

of all fuzzy g-cluster points of I is called the fuzzy p-closure of l. and will be

a"r"i"a AV 61 dXl. i frrry set l. will be called g-ciosed if and only if L =
CldX) and the complement of afuzzy &closed set is fuzzy &open'

It is easy to see that Cr(I) < Ct6(L), for any fuzzy set f in a fuzzy

topological space. But the reverse implication is false (see[7])'

Theorem 3.7 For a fuzzy tapological space X the following are equivalent :

(i) X is afttuy almost regular space (i'e., for every fuxry regular clased subset

7 of X, we have Cl(1) = CIO(7)).

(2) If 1is fuzzy ftopen then Ct(7) = Clo(1).

Proof. (1) -+ (2): Since f. is fuzzy p'open, then Ct(tr')^is-fltzzy regular

closed (Theoiem 3.1). bv (1) cl(L) = cla(ct(r))' since cl(L) < c/o(L) <

CldCt(X)) = C/(tr), Then C/(1") = CldL).

(2) + (1) : Every fuzzy regular closed set is fuzzy &open'
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The following result was proved in [8].

Proposition 3.8 For a fuzzy open set )" in a fuzzy topological space X,
CtQ)= CtdL).

Proof. Since Cr()") S Cld),), it is sufficienr ro show that C/()") > Clg(l).
Letxre Clg (),) such that.roe Cl()"). Then there exisrs a q-nb Vof x, such

that y!),. ttren y< l-tr. Hence Int(V) S Int (l-).)S l -)". Therefore

ClInt(V) S Cr(l-)") = I - 1. ;i.e., Cllnt(y) qi. Thus x, e Cl6(),), a

contradiction.

Froposition 3.9 For a fuzzy semi-open set 2, in a ftzzy extremally
disconnected topological space X, sC/(),) = CldX).

Proof. Since sC/(}.) < CIO') < Cldli, for any fuzzy set y in X, then it is
sufficient to prove that C/5(),) S C/(7,) for a fuzzy semi-open set I in X. Let x,

e sC/(i.), then there exisrs a fuzzy semi-open set p such thatxpQ p and pq).,

which implies that I < 1". Hence Cl($) < Cl()'c). since X is exrremally
disconnected, then C/(p) is fuzzy open. Therefore C/(B) S IntCl(Lc) < sC/(7.c) -
).c. Hence C(p) Al and so xp e CldL).

Theorem 3.70Forantapf: X-+ Yfront afuzzy topological space X to
anotlterfuuy topalogical space Y, thefollowirtg are equivalent :

(1) f is almost fuzzy weakly continuous (i.e., for every fuzzy open p of Y,
pcr(f-r G))<f-r (Cr(p)).

(2) If B is afuz4t ftopen subset of Y, then pA(ft (hicl( Pil) sf 1rcKil.

Proof. (l) -> (2): If p is a fuzzy p-open subset of I, then CI(P) =
CIIntCI(p) (Theorem 3.1). By (1) and since lnrCl(p) is fuzzy open.

pct$-t(Lnct(P)) s S-r l6ttntCt(F)) = rl(C(P)).
(2) -+ (l): I,et I be afuzzy open subset of Y. Then I S/ncl(F). By (2) pCl
(f-l(P) S pCl(f-l(InrCl(F))) < f-l(Cl(p)) and hence/is almost fuzzy weakly
continuous.

Recall, that a map/: X -+ Y from a fuzzy topological space X to another
fuzzy topological space I is said to be almost fuzzy closed in the sense of
Nanda [9], if the image of every fuzzy regular closed set of X is fuzzy ciosed in
Y.

Theorem 3.lLForamapf : X-+ Yfrom a.fuzzy topological space X to
another fituy topological space Y, the following are equivalent :

(l) f k alntost fuuy closed.

(2) If 1 is afusy p-open sttbject of X, then Cl(f(l)) Sf(Cl(A)).

:*=ffi
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Proof. (1) -+ (2): If l, is fuzzy p-open, then C/(),) is frzzy regular closed
(Theorem 3.1). By (r)f(C(il is fuzzy closed. Thus Cl(f(),)) S Cl(f(Cl(1))) =
f(ct(1))'
(2) -r (l) : Every fuzzy regular closed set is fuzzy p-open. By (2) Cl(f(l)) <
flCl(l)) =fQ) andhencefQ) is fuzzy closed.

Theorem 3.l.2Foramapf :X-+ Yfrom afuuy topological space X to
anotherfuzzy topological space Y, the followittg are equivalent :

(1) f isfuul alntost continuous [3J.

Q) CqftOD sft Gl().))for every ). ftopen.

@ Af|\il sftrcl(l))for every ). semi-open.

Proof. (l) -+ (2): Let ). be a popen of L By Theorem 3.1, CUil is fuzzy
reguiar closed in Y. By O), f l Gl\l is fuzzy closed in X and we obtain C/

111il s ct(rl rct\)D sftGt(1)).
(2) -+ (3) : Every fuzzy semi-open set is fuzzy &open.
(3) -+ (l) :l*t p be any fuzzy regular closed set of ), Then p = Cllnt(0) and
hence p is fuzzy semi-open in Y. Therefore, we have Af I ( P)) S 7l 1C4 p1| =
fltPl. Hencef/ (p)isfuzzy closed and/isfuzzy almost conrinuous.

Proposition 3.13 (l) Any union of fuzzy p-open sets is a fuzzy p-open set.

(2) Any intersection of fuzzy p-closed sets is a fuzzy p-closed.

Proof. (l) Let {}"i : iel} be any family of fuzzy p-open sets. For each iel
),i< CllntCl().;). Hence we have rz, 1i S ur, CllntClQg < CllntCl

(;, ^,;
Q) Let {),; : ie1} be any family of fuzzy p-closed sets. Thus ilf : iel} is a

family of fuzzy p-open sets. According to (l), v, lf is a fuzzy p-open set.

rro^ (, 7.9\. = n\ie, t / iEI 
Li *" obtain the conclusion'

A map f: X -+ I from a fuzzy topological space X to another fuzzy
topological space I is said to be pre-fuzzy $-closed if the imasge of every fuzzy
p-closed set ofX is fuzzy p-closed in L
Theorem 3.L4 For a map surjective f : X -> Y from a fituy topological
space X to another fuuy topological space Y, the following are equivalent :

(l) f is pre-fuzzy ftclosed.
(2) For each fu7ly set L of Y and each fuuy F-open set y in X containing

fl Qi, there exists a fuzzy p-open set I of Y such that A S y and

'-
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rl(t) < p.

Proof. (l) -+ (2) : Suppose l, is a fuzzy set of / and ,r.r is any fuzzy p-open

set in X containingf l(1,). Put y = 1-f(l-tt). Since/is pre-fuzzy p-ciosed,

then y is a fuzzy p-open set of I and sincefl ()") S Uwe havefll-lr) < t - 1".

Moreoverfl(y) = 1-ft (f{l-til S 1-(l-1t) = 1a

(2) -+ (l) : Suppose l. is fuzzy $-closed in X, Let x, be a fuzzy point in 1 -
f(1"). Then f-l(rp) a, -1t1f{}.)) < I -i and I -}. is fuzzy B-open in X. By
(2) there exist a fuzzy p-open set /,rp containing xn such that f-l (fr*r) < t -
),. This implies that rp . ltxp I - f(f.). We obtain that I - f(L) = v{pro :

xo e I - f(i.)) and consequently by Proposition 3.13, I - f(l) is fuzzy p-open"
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